
Data Types and the 
main Function

Lecture 03

Don’t Stop Believin’



Announcements

• PS0 – Card for Someone Special 
• Due Friday at midnight

• Office Hours
• If your software has issues today, come to office hours! Sitterson 008

• Monday – Thursday 10am – 8pm

• Friday 10am – 6pm

• Sunday 12pm – 5pm

• Late Enrollment



Not all the time you spend is equally valuable to you...

Goal: Learn how to paint on your own.

Per unit time spent on these activities, which are most valuable to your growth?

1. Sitting in front of a canvas and painting yourself

2. Going to a painting class or watching Bob Ross and painting your own version

3. Having a one-on-one instructor talk you through nearly every stroke you make

4. Watching a friend paint and trying to mimic their every stroke

5. Watching Bob Ross while not painting alongside



Not all the time you spend is equally valuable to you...

Goal: Learn how to program on your own.

Per unit time spent on these activities, here are the most valuable to your growth:

1. Sitting in front of a computer and programming yourself

2. Coming to class, watching assigned videos, and actively following along

3. Relying on a Teaching Assistants to get over road blocks on assignments

4. Watching a friend code and trying to mimic their every move

5. Coming to class, watching videos, and not actively following along



1. Sitting in front of a computer and programming yourself

2. Going to a programming class and following along

3. Relying on a Teaching Assistants to get over road blocks on assignments

4. Watching a friend code and trying to mimic their work

5. Coming to class, watching videos, and not actively following along



Data Types



Data Types

• Every value, or piece of data, has a specific type

• In JavaScript and TypeScript there are three primitive data types
1. number (numerical data)

2. string (textual data)

3. boolean (logical data)

• Primitive data types are the most basic types built into a language
• Later you will compose primitive data types together to form composite data types

• A value's type informs its capabilities
• If you have two number values, then you can add them, for example.



Numerical Type - number

• number Literal examples: 0, 1, 2, 3.14, 101.101

• We tend to use numerical data in two ways:
• As integers, which are useful for counting

• As decimals, which are useful in simulations, modeling, and so on



number Operators

Name Operator Symbol Example

Exponentiation ** 2 ** 8
(is the same as 28)

Multiplication * 10 * 3

Division / 100 / 5

Remainder %
18 % 5

(remainder of 18 divided 
by 5)

Addition + 1 + 1

Subtraction - 111 – 1

• Complex expressions can be 
formed of multiple operators and 
parenthesis:
4 / ((1 + 1) ** 2) is 1

• Rules of precedence determine the 
order each operator is evaluated
4 / 1 + 1 ** 2 is 5

• The groupings show operators 
tiered from high-to-low precedence.
• A sequence of operators of the same 

tier will be evaluated left-to-right.
• For example, 8 / 4 * 2 is 4.

1

2

3



PollEv.com/compunc

• What does the following expression evaluate to?

• Homework: Review PEMDAS

3 - 5 % 2 + 1



Textual Type - string

• string is short for "string of characters"

• Literal examples: "abc", "123", "~() @#z2"

• Useful for all textual data.



Concatenation

• When you "add" two Strings together it is called Concatenation

"Hello" + "World" // evaluates to "HelloWorld"

• Concatenation means, simply, to "join" one string to another. When the 
program concatenates two strings, the result is a single String value.

• You can also concatenate numerical types to a String. This is very useful!

"The answer is " + 42 // Evaluates to "The answer is 42"



PollEv.com/compunc

• What does the following expression evaluate to?

"10" + "1"



Concatenation Gotcha

• Be careful  concatenating two strings containing numbers together! 

• What is:

"1" + "2"

• It is "12"!



Logical Type - boolean

• Literal examples: true, false

• A boolean can only be one of two possible values, 
either true or false.

• An upcoming lesson will focus on boolean operators: 
• not

• and

• or



Interactive Programming vs. Stored Programs



Interactive Programming

• Open Google Chrome and navigate it to:
• http://bit.ly/repl-110

• Then press the following shortcut keys simultaneously:
• Windows: Control + Shift + J
• Mac: Command + Option + J

• This opens a console where you can run JavaScript code interactively!

• Try entering each of these lines of code precisely and pressing enter after 
each:
 print("Hello, world")
 print(1 + 1)
 1 + 1

http://bit.ly/repl-110


Interactive "REPL" vs. Stored Programs (1 / 2)

• You just wrote code interactively in a REPL console. REPL is short for:
• Read - when you press enter the computer "reads" your command
• Evaluate - it then takes your command and processes it
• Print - the result is then printed back to you in the REPL console
• Loop - you can type in another command and the REPL process repeats

• Programming in a REPL is great for learning and tinkering

• When you refresh your browser or restart the program, though, the 
work in your REPL is lost



Interactive "REPL" vs. Stored Programs (2 / 2)

• Soon you will write "Stored Programs" saved in files

• A stored program is a text file of lines of code like you'd write in a REPL

• However, the code in your stored program is not immediately evaluated

• When you save and execute your program, the computer works through each line 
of code as though you quickly typed every line one-by-one into the REPL.

• Stored programs enable you to write larger programs, reuse them, and share them
• When you restart your program, all of your saved code is reevaluated from scratch.



Lecture Readiness - "Pulling" Class Materials

• When you come into lecture each day, the routine we'll get into is:

1. Open PollEv.com/compunc

2. Open VSCode and its Integrated Terminal Tab

3. In the Integrated Terminal, first run: npm run pull
• This downloads the latest lecture materials.

4. Then run: npm start
• This starts the development compiler and server allowing us to see the output of our code.



Source Code Structure

• The folder "src" stands for "Source Code"

• Each subfolder groups related "apps"
• Each Lecture and Problem Set will have its own folder

• You can create your own subfolders for tinkering around

• Each "app" is a TypeScript file (.ts extension) that ends in -app
• For example: variables-app.ts, hello-world-app.ts

• You can create a new app by right clicking in a subfolder, selecting "New File", 
and naming the file something that ends in "-app.ts" 



Breaking Down "Hello World" (1 / 4)

• We begin with importing 
functionality from libraries
• A library is code written by someone 

else that performs common functions

• Here we're importing a function 
named print from the introcs
library

• The introcs library includes many 
other functionalities, too. We'll 
continue exploring it soon.

// Hello World Demo

import { print } from "introcs";

export let main = async () => {

print("hello, world");

};

main();



Breaking Down "Hello World" (2 / 4)

• The programs we write will have a 
main function defined in this way.

• This definition contains the 
instructions we want the program 
to follow ( print "hello, world" )

• Soon you will learn exactly what 
each of these words and symbols 
means.

• For now, we will treat the main 
function's definition as magic.

// Hello World Demo

import { print } from "introcs";

export let main = async () => {

print("hello, world");

};

main();



Breaking Down "Hello World" (3 / 4)

• The last line of code in our 
program calls, or invokes, the 
main function

• This line tells our main function 
to proceed so our program 
begins.

• You will see this in every 
program, as well.

// Hello World Demo

import { print } from "introcs";

export let main = async () => {

print("hello, world");

};

main();



Breaking Down "Hello World" (4 / 4)

• Initially, you will write all of your 
code inside of the main 
function.

• These are the instructions your 
program will follow.

• Later, we will learn how to write 
our own functions that are 
defined outside of main.

// Hello World Demo

import { print } from "introcs";

export let main = async () => {

print("hello, world");

};

main();



// Code Comments (1/2)

• We can add notes for ourselves in code using comments

• The computer ignores comments when running your program

• Single line comments begin with a //
// This is a single line comment

• Multi-line comments are surrounded by an opening /* and closing */
/* This

is
a multi-line comment

*/

• Comments are also useful for ignoring code you've written without deleting it.



// Code Comments (2/2)

• In the early days of programming, we recommend writing comments 
liberally in your code to explaining what your program is doing in 
English.

• Comments are free so use them liberally.

• Comments are the easiest way to "take notes" when we are working 
on examples in lecture.


